LSU AgCenter Organizational Update

April 26, 2022
8:30 a.m.
View on Microsoft TEAMS
LINK: https://www.lsuagcenter.com/OrgUpdateApril2022

1. Welcome/General Update: Dr. Luke Laborde

2. Human Resources Update: Ashley Gautreaux
   - Training Updates
   - Promotion and Tenure Annual Informational Meeting
   - Concerns Regarding Pets at Work
   - Performance Evaluations Important Dates
   - Employee Assistance Program Reminder

3. LSU AgCenter IT - Microsoft Training
   - Changes to Extension Reporting System (Dynamics) – Fred Piazza
   - Ongoing Training by Microsoft – Fred Piazza
   - Network Storage Replacement (Y Drive) – Adam Woerner

4. LSU AgCenter Farmer Resources Hub: Sydney Melhado

5. Questions/Comments/Closing